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Hi everyone and welcome to our first retail 
memo in 2023 - a recurring format, in which 
from now on we will give you our take and in-
sights on trends and topics in the retail industry. 

After a troubling and volatile 2022, retail is an-
xiously awaiting the developments in the first 
quarter of this year. With a silver lining in Ukrai-
ne yet to be spotted, recession still looming and 
consumer sentiment in Europe on record lows, 
there are many areas where positive change 
can have big impact on our businesses in 2023. 
With China going through what everyone ho-
pes is the last big act of the horrors of the pan-
demic, at least in this regard a positive outlook 
seems justified. 

With all this in mind, I set sails heading to NRF‘s 
big show in NYC to see what‘s hot in retail on 
that side of the big pond. After all, trends in 

North America still often reach Europe a short 
or long while later and US consumer spending 
has proven to be a little more robust.
The good news: retail in New York seems to be 
back on track. Major brand flagship stores are 
shinier than ever, the high streets are relative-
ly crowded again while prices definitely reflect 
the inflation - it seems like the US once more 
shows us the resilience of their consumers. 

In brick and mortar I was, however, lacking a 
sense of true innovation. While flat screens and 
instagram backgrounds are everywhere and 
trends like individualised products and mass 
customisation are at least being tested in many 
formats, the true wow factor mostly happened 
through impressive store designs and - wait for 
it - very well trained friendly sales reps. 

This might actually be good news. While gene-
rative AI, the metaverse and all the other buzzy 
topics keep the digitally focussed retail mana-
gers busy, it seems the good old virtues of brick 
and mortar retail haven‘t lost their value after 
all. But judge for yourselves, we hope our little 
briefing will be insightful - feel free to reach out 
with questions and comments. 

Yours, Nicolas

I EDITORIAL

Nicolas Kröger, Partner Commerce Strategy OCR



II NYC STORE CHECKS

NIKE, SOHO
Once leading in innovation, experience-drivenness and consumer cen-
tricity, Nike‘s Soho flagship today is not the magnet it once was. 
Tye-dying your own socks as a ground floor activity on weekends does 
not feel ground-breaking, in general the store is lacking a bit of its 
pre-pandemic swag. This said, the state-of-the-art mobile checkout 
solutions, cool visual merchandising and funky sneaker personalisation 
station can still be considered best-in-class. 

  WOW FACTOR: 3/5     INNOVATION: 3/5       INSTAGRAMABILITY:  4/5

  WOW FACTOR: 3/5     INNOVATION: 4/5       INSTAGRAMABILITY:  2/5

REDDIE BY PETCO, SOHO
The „elite“ offering for pet owners by US giant Petco is well crafted, 

from free birthday parties for your favorite furry friend to well-trained 
employees who greet every animal entering as if it were their own. Add 

individualised pet „sweaters“, high end toys (all private label) plus 
„human grade pet food“ in stainless steel fridges: this is benchmark 

material. A subscription style eco system style loyalty including store 
credit for vet visits completes the picture.

GUILD, SOHO
Ultra pricey (and artsy) interior design store Guild is the perfect example 
for the ongoing trend of mixed-use concepts. The store is complemen-
ted by an in-store upscale restaurant, in which you can „shop the table“ 
by scanning a conveniently placed QR code. This way, you can have the 
200$ crystal glass from which you just sipped your 40$-a-pop ration of 
champagne shipped to your Upper Westside penthouse. Sexy, pragma-
tic, consumer oriented: I like. 

  WOW FACTOR: 4/5     INNOVATION: 4/5       INSTAGRAMABILITY:  4/5



GOLDEN GOOSE, SOHO
My personal favorite of the stores I saw this time - in my opinion it‘s a 
great experience. Luxury brand Golden Goose show‘s how it‘s done: 
bespoke sneaker production on demand in the middle of Soho, shoe 
repairs, shoe recycling, individualisation... all of that for profit or at least 
for rather steep fees. A super sexy store interior with instagram-worthy 
backdrops in every corner, plus: attentive and knowledgeable sales reps. 
Visit highly recommended!

  WOW FACTOR: 5/5     INNOVATION: 4/5       INSTAGRAMABILITY:  5/5

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO, SOHO
Innovation cannot be forced and is not the cure for every ache. Salvato-

re Ferragamo‘s NYC flagship is - in my humble opinion -  a good exam-
ple how not to do it. The „holographic“ sneaker customiser is simply 

not cool, the self-service NFT generator is built so sloppy that in 50% of 
the tries I watched the LED wall that is supposed to show your perso-

nal NFT stays black. And: said token doesn‘t even have superpowers like 
...ahem... discounts. Not convinced.

  WOW FACTOR: 2/5     INNOVATION: 3/5       INSTAGRAMABILITY:  2/5

LIP LAB, WILLIAMSBURG
One of the front-runners on every list of innovative stores in the big apple 
is the Lip Lap chain, a hip (but actually not that new) concept, where pat-
rons with enough credit card limit can make a virtual or IRL appointment 
with a lipstick laboratorian who for a mere 60 bucks creates your indivi-
dual shade of red (or yellow, blue or pink) together with you and the help 
of a (!) microwave. Mass customisation at its best, highly experiential and 
perfectly instagrammable.

  WOW FACTOR: 3/5     INNOVATION: 3/5       INSTAGRAMABILITY:  5/5



III NRF RECAP AND 
KEY TRENDS

RECAP: NRF BIG SHOW, NYC
The first thing that is quite astonishing when you enter 
the Javits Center after years of pandemic-caused 
abstinence: trade shows are back and seem stronger 
than ever before. Thousands, purportedly ten thousands 
of participants use the opportunity to network, learn, 
talk to suppliers and enjoy a NYC visit on their company 
credit card. And to be honest: in my opinion this 
year‘s voyage was worth it. Not only did the show feel 
„younger“ than the years before COVID, I can also con-
firm that I enjoyed valuable meetings and even the expo 
floor gave me new impulses on in-store technology that 
I hadn‘t seen before. Keynotes also shed light on what‘s 
hot on the schoolyard these days: from the luxury boom 
through the metaverse to generative AI and Gen Z/Al-
pha‘s way of shopping the array of topics was diverse. 

PROMINENT TRENDS
  Modern POS is cashless, mobile, self-service and    
  has touchscreens everywhere - Square and similar   
  systems in NYC as real life proof

  Luxury retail is very stable and growing, 
  discount concepts are also strong

  In-store-automation becomes affordable and mass-  
  market compatible, selection growing

  The digital world is raving about Metaverse, AR    
  and, most dominantly, generative AI

  Strong loyalty setups and one-to-one 
  communication separate the wheat from the 
  chaff in enterprise retail



IV KEY TAKEAWAYS

THE STORE ISN‘T DEAD, AS AREN‘T ITS VIRTUES
My store checks (Golden Goose!) have shown one thing, and Walmart CEO 
John Furner confirmed it in his keynote: nothing can beat a positive real life 
shopping experience with a knowledgeable sales rep in store.  A well 
designed store with friendly people is the best sales booster-technology 
can add to that experience but not replace it. 

THE MOST IMPACTFUL RETAIL INNOVATIONS AREN‘T CONSUMER-FACING 
In-store logistics, self-checkout, robotics and other automation technology 
are where innovation magic happens today. They make maintaining a store 
easier and allow consumers wanting to serve themselves to do that at ease 
while freeing time for the sales people in store to help consumers that want 
assistance. Online, modern CRM automation has the same effect, creating 
almost 1-on-1 interactions and highly personalized shopping experiences 
with reduced effort.

THE METAVERSE COULD BE LESS DISRUPTIVE THAN GENERATIVE AI 
While apart from Balenciaga selling branded outfits on Fortnite most 
everyone else is still trying to find a real business case within the  
metaverse, generative AI could become an impactful disruptor in no time. 
It‘s the rave of the town and use cases are plentiful, so you better think 
about implications on your business now.

LUXURY STAYS STRONG IN BRICK AND MORTAR AND DIGITAL 
Almost everyone from the luxury industry speaking at the event (from 
LVMH‘s CEO to Macy‘s Jeff Genette) was showing a super bullish sentiment - 
the vertical is stronger than ever both in the analogue and digital spaces, 
with an emphasis on „casual“ styles. The momentum is also good for 
discount plays - it seems to be the time for extremes. 
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